Linear least-squares regression models can inform interpolative decompositions, yielding regression-aware interpolative decompositions. As a bonus, this provides an interpretation as regression-aware principal component analysis for a kind of canonical correlation analysis. The regression-aware decompositions effectively enable supervision to inform classical dimensionality reduction, which classically has been unsupervised.
Introduction
A fundamental problem in multivariate statistics and data analysis is to discover low-dimensional latent structure governing the relationship between two sets of vectors (each set could consist of realizations of a vector-valued random variable, for example). Perhaps the most widely used methodology for this is the canonical correlation analysis (CCA) of [7] . Section 7 below demonstrates that a kind of CCA is in fact regression-aware principal component analysis, that is, principal component analysis informed by linear least-squares regression. Section 6 constructs an analogous regression-aware interpolative decomposition, which provides an efficient means of performing subset selection for general linear models, especially in the simplified (while less canonical) formulation of Section 8. The regression-aware interpolative decomposition selects some columns of a given matrix B and constructs accurate, numerically stable (multi)linear interpolation from corresponding least-squares solutions to the least-squares solutions X minimizing AX − B for all columns of B, when measuring accuracy via the residuals AX − B (here, A is the design matrix in the regression, and AX − B is the spectral or Frobenius norm). The other sections set the stage: Section 2 specifies notational conventions. Section 3 defines and summarizes facts about interpolative decompositions. Section 4 formulates a general construction. Section 5 specializes the general formulation of Section 4 to the case of linear least-squares regression, albeit simplistically. Section 6 then provides the most useful formulation. Section 7 leverages Section 6 to interpret a kind of CCA as a regression-aware decomposition. Sections 8 and 9 provide computationally simpler alternatives to Sections 6 and 7, respectively.
Notation
This section sets notational conventions used throughout the present paper.
For any matrix A, we denote the adjoint (conjugate transpose) by A * and the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse by A † ; we use A to denote the same norm throughout the paper, either the spectral norm or the Frobenius norm (unitary invariance of the norm will be important in Section 6), and we denote by (A * A) −1/2 the pseudoinverse of the self-adjoint square root of A * A. Detailed definitions of all these are available in the exposition of [4] . A proof that X = A † B minimizes AX − B for any conformingly sized matrices A and B -for both the spectral norm and the Frobenius norm -is available, for example, in the appendix of [9] ; accordingly, we refer to X = A † B as "the" minimizer of AX − B . All decompositions will be accurate to a user-specified precision ǫ > 0.
Interpolative decomposition
This section reviews the interpolative decomposition (ID).
The ID dates at least to [3] ; however, modern applications owe much to [10] and [5] , among others (this is also related to the CX decomposition of [2] and others, though technically the CX decomposition omits the ID's requirement for numerical stability). The software and documentation of [8] describe some common algorithms for computing IDs, based on the contributions of [1] and [6] , which prove the following. Theorem 1. Suppose that m and n are positive integers, and B is an m × n matrix.
Then, for any positive integer k with k ≤ m and k ≤ n, there exist a k × n matrix P and an m × k matrix C whose columns constitute a subset of the columns of B, such that 1. some subset of the columns of P makes up the k × k identity matrix, 2. no entry of P has an absolute value greater than 1, 3. the spectral norm of P is at most k(n − k) + 1, 4. the least (that is, the kth greatest) singular value of P is at least 1, 5. B = CP when k = m or k = n, and 6. when k < m and k < n,
where σ k+1 is the (k + 1)th greatest singular value of B.
Usually, we select k in the theorem so that B − CP is at most some specified precision ǫ. We say that C collects together a subset of the columns of B and that P is an interpolation matrix, expressing to precision ǫ each column of B as a linear combination of the subset collected together into C. The factorization into the product of C and P is known as an interpolative decomposition (ID). Properties 1-4 of Theorem 1 ensure that the ID is numerically stable.
Existing algorithms for computing C and P in Theorem 1 are computationally expensive, so normally we instead require C and P to satisfy the following weaker set of conditions:
1. some subset of the columns of P makes up the k × k identity matrix, 2. no entry of P has an absolute value greater than 2, 3. the spectral norm of P is at most 4k(n − k) + 1, 4. the least (that is, the kth greatest) singular value of P is at least 1, 5. B = CP when k = m or k = n, and 6. when k < m and k < n,
For most purposes, the weaker conditions are essentially as useful as those in Theorem 1, and there are many highly effective algorithms for computing an ID which satisfies these.
An ID with an auxiliary matrix
This section provides a general formulation, of which the following two sections are special cases. Given matrices A and B of sizes conforming for the product AB, we can form an ID of AB, collecting together a subset of the columns of AB into a matrix AC, where C collects together a subset of the columns of B, together with an interpolation matrix P :
Expressing (3) as
we may view this as interpolating stably and accurately to all columns of B from the subset collected together in C, provided that the accuracy of the interpolation is measured via the "norm" in (4) involving A,
for any matrix D of size conforming for the product AD, including D = B − CP .
An ID for regression
This section constructs an ID that is informed by linear least-squares regression, attaining high accuracy when measuring errors directly on the least-squares solutions (which is a terrible idea in the typical, numerically rank-deficient case of interest for dimensionality reduction). The following section alters the simplistic formulation of the present section, instead measuring errors via the residuals of the least-squares fits. Substituting the pseudoinverse A † for A in Section 4, we obtain the following: Given matrices A and B of sizes conforming for the product A † B, we can form an ID of A † B, collecting together a subset of the columns of A † B into a matrix A † C, where C collects together a subset of the columns of B, together with an interpolation matrix P :
Denoting by X the minimizer of AX −B given by X = A † B and by Y the minimizer of AY −C given by Y = A † C, we may express (6) as
Thus, the selected columns of B collected together into C enable accurate interpolation from the corresponding least-squares solutions to the least-squares solutions for all columns of B.
A regression-aware ID
This section constructs a decomposition which answers the question of how a matrix B looks under the general linear model with a given design matrix A, that is, how B looks under the regression which minimizes AX − B . "Looks" means that the decomposition provides a subset of the columns of B such that the least-squares solutions for the subset can to high precision be (multi)linearly interpolated to the least-squares solutions (X) for all columns of B, at least when measuring accuracy via the residuals AX − B . [Statisticians, beware: X denotes the solution X = A † B to the linear least-squares regression minimizing AX − B , not the design matrix. The design matrix is A.] Here, given a matrix A, we define
notice that
Substituting S for A in Section 4, we obtain the following: Given matrices A and B of sizes conforming for the product SB, we can form an ID of SB, collecting together a subset of the columns of SB into a matrix SC, where C collects together a subset of the columns of B, together with an interpolation matrix P :
Denoting by X the minimizer of AX −B given by X = A † B and by Y the minimizer of AY −C given by Y = A † C, combining (9), (10), and the fact that each singular value of S defined in (8) is either 1 or 0 yields that
Thus, the selected columns of B collected together into C enable numerically stable interpolation from the corresponding least-squares solutions to the least-squares solutions for all columns of B, to high precision, when measuring accuracy via the residuals. Indeed, (11) yields that
7 Regression-aware principal component analysis
The singular value decomposition (SVD) provides an alternative to using IDs. Given matrices A and B of sizes conforming for the product A * B, the SVD of (A * A) −1/2 A * B provides a kind of regression-aware principal component analysis (PCA), as PCA and SVD are more or less the same. This is basically the canonical correlation analysis (CCA) of [7] , though CCA usually involves whitening B to B(B * B) −1/2 prior to taking the SVD: the most popular formulation of CCA forms the SVD of (A * A) −1/2 A * B(B * B) −1/2 . That said, the SVD of (A * A) −1/2 A * B has the interpretation developed in the previous section as a regression-aware PCA, even without whitening. In detail, defining S via (8), we can form a low-rank approximation of SB with matrices U , Σ, and V such that
where the columns of U are orthonormal, as are the columns of V , the entries of Σ are all nonnegative and are zero off the main diagonal, and the column span of U lies in the column span of S. Denoting by X the minimizer of AX − B given by X = A † B, combining (9), (13), and the fact that each singular value of S defined in (8) is either 1 or 0 yields that
In particular, combining (8) and (14) yields that
where
Thus, the reduced-rank representation T ΣV * permits reconstruction of B effectively as accurately as X = A † B, the best possible minimizer of AX − B . Admittedly, the interpretation here is not as satisfying as that in Section 6, but is clearly strongly related just the same. Singular vectors are linear combinations of the original vectors rather than a strict subset as in Section 6.
Simpler computations
This section provides a computationally simpler version of Section 6. Here, given a matrix A, we form a pivoted QR decomposition
where the columns of Q are orthonormal, Π is a permutation matrix, and R is an upper-triangular (or upper-trapezoidal) matrix whose entries on the main diagonal are all nonzero; notice that
Substituting Q * for A in Section 4, we obtain the following: Given matrices A and B of sizes conforming for the product Q * B, we can form an ID of Q * B, collecting together a subset of the columns of Q * B into a matrix Q * C, where C collects together a subset of the columns of B, together with an interpolation matrix P :
Denoting by X the minimizer of AX − B given by X = A † B and by Y the minimizer of AY − C given by Y = A † C, combining (18), (19), and the fact that the columns of Q from (17) are orthonormal yields that
Thus, the selected columns of B collected together into C enable numerically stable interpolation from the corresponding least-squares solutions to the least-squares solutions for all columns of B, to high precision, when measuring accuracy via the residuals. Indeed, (20) yields that
9 Another way to regression-aware PCA
This section provides a computationally simpler version of Section 7. Here, given a matrix A, we form a pivoted QR decomposition
where the columns of Q are orthonormal, Π is a permutation matrix, and R is an upper-triangular (or upper-trapezoidal) matrix whose entries on the main diagonal are all nonzero. We can form a low-rank approximation of Q * B with matrices U , Σ, and V such that
where the columns of U are orthonormal, as are the columns of V , the entries of Σ are all nonnegative and are zero off the main diagonal, and the column span of U lies in the column span of Q * . Denoting by X the minimizer of AX − B given by X = A † B, combining (18), (23), and the fact that the columns of Q are orthonormal yields that
In particular, combining (22) and (24) 
Thus, the reduced-rank representation T ΣV * permits reconstruction of B effectively as accurately as X = A † B, the best possible minimizer of AX − B . Since the columns of QU are orthonormal ((QU ) * (QU ) is the identity matrix), the singular values of AT ΣV * = QU ΣV * are the diagonal entries of Σ.
